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Prerequisites

There are no prerequisites because this is an introductory module for those of you who are interested in Economic Geography.
Just make sure you are sufficiently curious (or confused!) about what geographers have to say about the "economy".

Learning Outcomes

This module is an introductory course in Economic Geography that explores the contemporary insights provided by
geographers researching various dimensions of economy and space. The module will present a case for the importance of
geographical insights, in which economic processes are seen as embedded in particular places, in which patterns and flows of
economic activity across space are recognised and explained, and in which economic spaces and scales are themselves
treated as representations and social constructions. These distinctively geographical sensibilities stand in stark contrast to the
popular conceptions and assumptions in economic thinking that often distort our understandings of economic lives and
landscapes. You will thus be introduced to Economic Geography not as a dry discipline but as a vibrant and distinctive
collection of insights into the real world around you. Based on a higly acclaimed textbook written by current and past NUS
geographers, the module is designed to appeal to students who are coming to Economic Geography for the first time, while
also offering depth to those more familiar with the field.

In terms of style, each lecture will:
(1) Be structured around debating a single question designed to stimulate your interest and curiosity;
(2) Make a clear argument as to the particular insight brought to the topic in question from an economic-geographical
perspective;
(3) Engage with theoretical ideas and concepts;
(4) Illustrate these ideas with examples, vignettes, and case studies drawn from around the world, and from a variety of
economic sectors.

Teaching Modes

Lectures, tutorial sessions, group presentation, research paper, and examination.

Schedule

Lecturer: Professor Henry Yeung
(Room: AS2 03-04; Tel: 6516 6810; E-mail: henryyeung@nus.edu.sg)
Homepage: http://courses.nus.edu.sg/course/geoywc/henry.htm

Lecture venue: LT12
Lecture Time: Thursday 2-4pm (Starting 18 January 2018)

GE2202 
ECONOMY & SPACE
  2017/2018, Semester 2
  Arts & Social Sciences (Geography)

Modular Credits: 4
!  Class Size: 7

   Tags:
Capitalism,Chains,Clusters,Commodity,Consumption,Development,Economic,Ethnicity,Finance,Gender,Geography,Labour,Retailing,Space,State,Technology,TNCs
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Module tutor(s): To be confirmed.

Tutorial time and venue:
Monday 12-2pm (Earth Lab AS2 #02-04)
Monday 2-4pm (Earth Lab AS2 #02-04)
Thursday 10-12pm (Earth Lab AS2 #02-04)

Consultation Hour: Thursday 4-5:30pm
Examination: To be confirmed.

Synopsis

Lecture Topics

Part One: Conceptual foundations
1. Thinking geographically: what does the economy mean? (18 January 2018)
2. Capitalism in motion: why is economic growth so uneven? (25 January 2018)
 
Part Two: Making the (spatial) economy
3. The state: who runs the economy? (1 February 2018)
4. Labour power: can workers shape economic geographies? (8 February 2018)
5. Making money: why has finance become so powerful? (15 February 2018 - Chinese New Year Eve)

Part Three: Organizing economic space
6. Commodity chains: where does your breakfast come from? (22 February 2018)
(*** Recess Week ***)
7. Technological change: is the world getting smaller? (8 March 2018)
8. The transnational corporation: how does the global firm keep it all together? (15 March 2018)
9. Spaces of consumption: how and where do we shop? (22 March 2018)
10. Clusters: why do proximity and place matter? (29 March 2018)

Part Four: People, identities, and economic life
11. Gendered and ethnic economies: do gender and cultures shape economic lives? (5 April 2018)
(*** HY away for conference in the US on 9 April 2018 week***)
12. Conclusion and revisions (19 April 2018)

Syllabus

Part One: Conceptual foundations
This section introduces the basic building blocks of geographical analysis and our understanding of the economy. These are
brought together in a geographical understanding of the dynamics of the capitalist system. Lecture 1 examines location,
territory, place, and scale as core geographical concepts, while explores where the idea of ‘the economy’ comes from
historically and some of the common concepts used in economic analysis such as demand, supply, production, markets, and
firms. Lecture 2 then mobilizes these geographical and economic concepts into a dynamic and structural account of uneven
development in a capitalist economy.

1. Thinking geographically: what does the economy mean?
The economy seems to be the key analytical preoccupation in economics and economic geography. We often discuss ‘the
economy’ as if it were an entity, or even an organism, separate from the rest of our society. Yet this notion is relatively recent in
the history of human thought. In this lecture, I explore how the economy is constructed and how economic geographers have
deconstructed the categories and vocabularies used to understand economy and space. This provides an important unpacking
of the basic category that economists and economic geographers study, and shows that the delineation of a distinctive and
separate system is rather arbitrary. The lecture provides the basis for the module’s exploration of the intersection of economic
and non-economic processes. In this introductory lecture, I lay out the approaches and insights that geographers can
contribute using their distinctive sensitivity to location, space, scale and place, namely:
a) An attention to the fundamental spatiality of economic processes is essential to understanding the changing economic
landscapes we see around us;
b) A consideration of scale permits economic systems to be seen as ‘open’ and simultaneously driven by a multitude of
processes from the
individual/household scale up to the global scale;
c) A grounded concern for specific places allows us to explore how economic processes are embedded inextricably in social,
cultural, institutional and political contexts.
Key themes and concepts: space, scale, place, representation, (economic-)geographical imagination.
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2. Capitalism in motion: why is economic growth so uneven?
Uneven development at regional, national and global scales is a constant of life in a capitalist system. In this lecture, I examine
how geographers have explained the systemic need for constant economic restructuring and how this process becomes
inscribed in social spaces and physical landscapes. De-naturalising processes of uneven resource allocation across space and
the resulting patterns of wealth and poverty is one of the most significant insights that economic geography offers. This lecture
will analyse how globalisation contributes to and reshapes uneven spatial development, and how we can understand global
shifts in economic and social landscapes through different periods of capitalist development.
Key themes and concepts: uneven development, globalisation, regulation theory, Fordism, post-Fordism, spatial divisions of
labour, new international division of labour

Part Two: Making the (spatial) economy
Having explained the dynamics of capitalism, I now introduce the inputs and actors, besides capitalists, that make the system
work: the state, labour, and finance capital. Lecture 3 discusses the state in its varied manifestations and the ways in which it
shapes economic activity. Lecture 4 considers labour as a factor of production, but more particularly as an active agent in
shaping the economic landscape. Lecture 5 looks at the financial system both as a source of productive capital and an
economic sector in its own right.

3. The state: who runs the economy?
A fundamental concern in a globalising world is where and by whom is power over economies being wielded. Do national states
still have any control over their economies? Do transnational corporations rule the world? What role do supra-state
organizations such as the WTO, EU,
APEC and NAFTA play in shaping economic policy? This lecture will discuss these issues and locate them in broader debates
concerning the role of regulatory institutions in economic life.
Key themes and concepts: state theory, institutional theory, neoliberalism, developmental state

4. Labour power: can workers shape economic geographies?
Economic activity is often assumed to be defined by the decisions of firms. But to be a worker or employee is also to be an
active player in economic processes. In recent years, geographers have been examining the agency of organised labour. A key
research question that has emerged is the appropriate scale at which labour should be organized and the ways in which labour
control regimes are constructed at various scales. There are many rich case studies that can be used to show the ways in which
labour is an active player in capitalist economic processes as well as the various ways in which labour is regulated and
controlled.
Key themes and concepts: regulation, industrial restructuring, labour unions, brain drain or brain circulation, alternative or non-
capitalist labour, geographies of labour, labour geographies

5. Making money: why has finance become so powerful?
Even as money has become an increasingly intangible commodity, freely exchanged within national boundaries and in
internationally markets, particular localities remain critical to the workings of global finance and these uneven geographies of
finance have specific impacts on places. Does the rise of international finance mean the end of the nation-state? How do states
regulate their own national economic spaces and financial flows within a global economy? If capital is truly global, why are
particular places important as international financial centres or offshore financial centres? The lecture will also explore how the
economy is becoming increasingly "financialised", with the circulation of capital largely divorced from its production allocation,
and how that could explain the 2008 financial crisis.
Key themes and concepts: Bretton Woods, financial innovation, financial deregulation, international financial centres, offshore
financial centres, financialisation, financial crises.

Part Three: Organizing economic space
Here we explore the ways in which economic relationships across space are established, organized and maintained. Lecture 6
introduces the commodity chain concept, which provides the overall framework for this part of the book, and we will ask how
we might seek to regulate and control the production processes behind the commodities we consume. The commodity chain is
fundamentally shaped by technologies of movement, communication and product innovation that are examined in Lecture 7.
The role of transnational corporations in organizing global production networks is explored in Lecture 8, while Chapter 9
focuses on restructuring in the retail business as the end point of the commodity chain and our consumption behaviour.

6. Commodity chains: where does your breakfast come from?
Karl Marx posed this simple question but its answer lies in a complex story of commodity chains linking producers and
environments with the consumers of finished products. Are consumers ethically responsible for the distant strangers who
produce their products and services. What alternative ‘ethical’ forms of consumption are emerging that seek to establish this
linkage between consumer and producer more directly? And how does commodity chain analysis help us to understand the
effects of our consumption decisions on environments – for example through the industrialisation of the food chain? By
examining retailing environments and landscapes, and by tracing commodity chains back to the producers and the environment
of their production, we can develop a far more informed sense of our place in the economic world and our impact on the
environment. Important questions are raised concerning the extent to which we as consumers are in control of our own
decisions, and regarding the ethical responsibilities we have towards the distant strangers and places (including the
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environment) who supply our breakfast tables.
Key concepts: global commodity/value chains, global production networks, knowledge circuits, ethical consumption, Fairtrade

7. Technological change: is the world getting smaller?
The technology of computer networks and global telecommunications might imply that distance and proximity are no longer
significant concerns in economic life. And yet, rather than seeing the dispersal of economic activity across space, we have
instead witnessed the increasing concentration and agglomeration of economic activities in particular places or ‘clusters’ in
global, regional and national space. By examining the use of technology in various economic sectors, including finance and
high tech production, this lecture will argue that in some cases technology actually enhances the importance of proximity rather
than eradicating it. It will also explore the range of traded and untraded interdependencies that continue to bind economic
activities together in particular places.
Key themes and concepts: post-Fordism, flexible specialisation, new industrial spaces, the learning region, tacit knowledge

8. The transnational corporation: how does the global firm keep it all together?
Firms organise their economic activities across space in a variety of different ways, with important implications for the places
that ‘plug in’ to these corporate networks. In this lecture, I will explain the internal and external divisions of labour in firms that
lead to these different forms of spatial organisation. Through empirical examples from different parts of the global economy, I
will show how places are differentially articulated into the productive activities of transnational corporations (TNCs). By the end
of the lecture, you should be able to understand how Nike and their various subcontractors are responsible for your pair of Nike
shoes – Nike as the designer and marketer, with the subcontractors performing the actual manufacturing all over Asia. However,
there are still limits to the reach of TNCs such as the friction of time and distance and the problems of localisation.
Key themes and concepts: global production network s, new international division of labour, subcontracting and outsourcing

9. Spaces of consumption: how and where do we shop?
Retailing is a necessarily geographically more extensive activity than production. Our everyday experience illustrates the
growing influence of large transnational retailers on the range of products we buy, and where we are able to buy them. It reveals
how this power is in part based upon access to highly detailed information about how and where we shop. It speaks to
processes of retailer globalization and the development of similar retail experiences in many countries around the world. And
yet, our retail experience remains highly geographically variable, even between the stores of the same corporation in the same
city. Retail spaces such as supermarkets are shaped by the economic, social and cultural spaces of which they are part, and
retailers must respond to these geographical variations in order to be successful. This lecture seeks to explore these
geographies of retailing and also to consider the ways in which specific retail spaces are structured and organised in order to
induce us to purchase commodities.
Key themes and concepts: retailing, globalization of retail activity, retail spaces, national and local regulation, consumption, place
and identity

Part Four: People, identities, and economic life
This final part explores the blurred line between economic processes and the social and cultural contexts in which they are
embedded.  Lecture 10 highlights the very social process of economic cluster formation, and the benefits of learning and
innovation that result. Lecture 11 examines the role that gender plays in economic life, in reproductive work, in waged
workplaces, and in entrepreneurship.  Ethnicity is also the focus of this lecture, which explores how labour markets are ‘colour
coded’, how ethnic entrepreneurship works, and how transnational remittance economies result from migration. In concluding
the module, Lecture 12 opens up two broader issues for students interested in pursuing the subject further: understanding the
intellectual development of Economic Geography as an academic discipline, and thinking about how the future economic
trends may present new challenges to the field.

10. Clusters: why do proximity and place matter?
This lecture is about understanding the tendency of certain kinds of economic activities to cluster together in particular places.
Clustering is not specific to, say, Silicon Valley or the high tech industry; rather it is a generic characteristic of the capitalist
economy and is seen in all sectors and places. We explore the need to move beyond the intra-firm factors considered in
traditional location theory models and incorporate relationships external to the firm in explaining location decisions. We then
look at the various contractual connections between firms that may bind them together in a cluster. We broaden our canvass to
look at a range of socio-cultural forces that may also provide the ‘glue’ holding a cluster together. As part of this analysis, we
will look at how regional cultures may build up over time as a result of long-standing patterns of intense interaction. Finally, we
start to question the notion of clusters by thinking about how much economic activity is actually undertaken through complex
combinations of face-to-face contact and technologically-mediated interaction.
Key themes and concepts: spatial proximity, agglomeration, clusters, traded and untraded interdependencies

11. Gendered and ethnic economies: do gender and cultures shape economic lives?
Economic processes are not blind to gender differences. ‘Non-economic’ identities based on gender, sexuality, age and
ethnicity become incorporated into workplace labour processes and labour market segmentation. In this lecture, I examine how
notions of 'masculine' or 'feminine' work identities or attributes shape gender relations in workplaces, households and localities,
which in turn also (re)produce gender relations. Just as gendered identities intersect with economic processes in important
ways, so too do ethnic identities. This point has been explored in several different ways by economic geographers:
transnational networks of ethnicity have been shown to facilitate business linkages across global space; ethnic networks and
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economic enclaves are also significant in many of the world’s larger urban centres; and, labour markets have been shown to
differentiate on the basis of ethnicity.
Key themes and concepts: performativity, gender/sexual inequalities and discrimination, the embodied worker, public/private
spaces; network
embeddedness, transnational communities, ethnic enclaves, flexible citizenship.

12. Economic Geography: intellectual journeys and future horizons (no lecture)
The ideas of economic geographers have never been as influential as those of famous economists such as John Maynard
Keynes, but we can certainly see the ways in which the development of concepts has reflected the times in which scholars
were working and the challenges to which they applied themselves. For the most part, this module has explored the work of
economic geographers without making specific reference to the debates and ideas that have driven the intellectual journey of
the discipline.  But it is possible to see many of the ideas presented in this module as part of an intellectual journey that
Economic Geography has taken over the last half century. In this concluding lecture, we will review the ways in the field has
changed, to reflect the different circumstances and contexts (both intellectual and worldly) in which it was working. We will then
look to the future to see what challenges lying on the horizon will likely shape the future of Economic Geography.
Key themes and concepts: development of ideas, social and intellectual context, future agendas

Practical Work

TUTORIAL SESSIONS
There will be a total of FOUR tutorial sessions (2 hours each) for the semester. In groups of TWO, each of you will be giving ONE
tutorial presentation (starting T2) that will contribute to 10% of your final module score. The first tutorial session will begin
during Even Week 6 starting on Monday 5 February 2018.

Topic Week
T1. An economic-geographical perspective (Week 4: 5 and 8 February 2018)
T2. Making the spatial economy (Week 6: 19 and 22 February 2018)
T3. Commodity chains and consumption (Week 8: 12 and 15 March 2018)
T4. Transnational corporations and technological change (Week 10: 26 and 29 March 2018).
*** HY away for conference in the US in Week 12.

Assessment

ASSIGNMENT WORK
You will be required to submit ONE individual research essay for the semester that will contribute to 30% of your final module
score. The report should not exceed 1,800 words (excluding references and tables). All essays should be deposited into
GE2202 mailbox in the Department of Geography (near the General Office) by 5p.m. on Thursday 29 March 2018 (absolutely
no extension). The penalty for late submission is one sub-grade per day (i.e. one grade every three days).

The topic for your research essay is:
Pick ONE concept from the following list and explain how it helps you understand ONE economic-geographical phenomenon
that occurs in Singapore or elsewhere in Asia between 1 July 2017 and 1 March 2018.
(1) Spatial divisions of labour
(2) Financialization
(3) Global production networks
(4) Agglomeration and clusters

Your research essay will be assessed on the basis of the following criteria:

1. Originality of arguments: Your essay must go beyond descriptions and you should discuss critically the geographical concept
of your choice in relation to your chosen empirical phenomenon. If relevant, you should also critically evaluate arguments
proposed by other scholars and researchers in explaining similar phenomenon.

2. Originality of research: You must NOT copy blindly from any (news) article per se. You should discuss your data/evidence in
order to support your arguments. These data can be collected from personal interviews/surveys AND/OR from published
sources (e.g. statistics by governments and research organizations).

Your essay should:
1. Be typed, single sided with 1.5 or double spacing, leaving generous margins for comments to be written.
2. Identify clearly the particular economic-geographical phenomenon reported in the media (e.g. The Straits Times or The
Business Times) and attach the new printout as an appendix.
3. Commence with an introduction that explains the scope and structure of your critical arguments to be presented. Please also
explain the nature/kind of data/evidence to be used in support of your argument(s).
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 CLOSE

4. BEFORE your empirical analysis, you need to explain briefly the concept you have chosen. In the main section of your paper,
explain systematically how the chosen concept can help you understand your empirical phenomenon.
5. Be written in short paragraphs and divided into several sections with sub headings.
6. Conclude with a short summary of the main arguments presented.
7. Include a reference list of all sources cited in the text. Follow the Harvard reference system – author and date given in the
text, with the reference in full in a bibliography (follow my reading list style) – that means footnotes are avoided. The sources for
the tables, diagrams and maps are required.
8. Include your tutorial group number on the front sheet of the paper as well as your name, course and report title. Please
provide a word count at the end of the report.

ASSESSMENT
All project and tutorial presentations will be graded. Together, these will contribute to 40% of your final grade. The remainder
60% will come from the 2-hour examination to be held on XXX (TBC).

Preclusions

NIL

Workload

2-1-0-2-5

Workload Components : A-B-C-D-E
A: no. of lecture hours per week
B: no. of tutorial hours per week
C: no. of lab hours per week
D: no. of hours for projects, assignments, fieldwork etc per week
E: no. of hours for preparatory work by a student per week
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 You are in Preview Mode      

Module

Overview (/v1/Module/Student/default.aspx?CourseID=c9407221-fb70-4d5a-88ad-0433fea8c33d)

Consultation (/v1/Module/Student/consultation.aspx?CourseID=c9407221-fb70-4d5a-88ad-0433fea8c33d)

Class & Groups (/v1/ClassManagement/Student/default.aspx?CourseID=c9407221-fb70-4d5a-88ad-0433fea8c33d)

Tools

Announcement (/v1/Announcement/default.aspx?CourseID=c9407221-fb70-4d5a-88ad-0433fea8c33d)

Assessment (/v1/Assessment/Student/default.aspx?CourseID=c9407221-fb70-4d5a-88ad-0433fea8c33d)

Chat Room (/v1/ChatRoom/Student/list_chatroom.aspx?CourseID=c9407221-fb70-4d5a-88ad-0433fea8c33d)

Files (Workbin) (/v1/File/Student/Default.aspx?CourseID=c9407221-fb70-4d5a-88ad-0433fea8c33d)

Forum (/v1/Forum/student/list_forum.aspx?CourseID=c9407221-fb70-4d5a-88ad-0433fea8c33d)

Gradebook (/v1/Gradebook/list_gradebook.aspx?CourseID=c9407221-fb70-4d5a-88ad-0433fea8c33d)

Lesson Plan (/v1/LessonPlan/student/stdlessonplan.aspx?CourseID=c9407221-fb70-4d5a-88ad-0433fea8c33d)

Multimedia (/v1/Media/Student/default.aspx?CourseID=c9407221-fb70-4d5a-88ad-0433fea8c33d)

Poll (/v1/Poll/Student/default.aspx?CourseID=c9407221-fb70-4d5a-88ad-0433fea8c33d)

Project (/v1/Project/Student/default.aspx?CourseID=c9407221-fb70-4d5a-88ad-0433fea8c33d)

SCORM (/v1/Scorm/Student/default.aspx?CourseID=c9407221-fb70-4d5a-88ad-0433fea8c33d)

Survey (/v1/Survey/Student/default.aspx?CourseID=c9407221-fb70-4d5a-88ad-0433fea8c33d)

Web Lecture (/v1/Webcast/Student/multimedia.aspx?CourseID=c9407221-fb70-4d5a-88ad-0433fea8c33d)

Library Guides
NUS Libraries' Guide to Geography information sources (http://libguides.nus.edu.sg/geography)
Citation Styles Guide by NUS Libraries (http://libguides.nus.edu.sg/citation)

Ask a Librarian (mailto:askalib@nus.edu.sg?subject=IVLE%20-%20Library%20Resources)  Library Portal (http://www.lib.nus.edu.sg/)  FAQ
(http://libfaq.nus.edu.sg/index.php)  LINUS Blog (http://blog.nus.edu.sg/linus/)

Course textbook:

Coe, Neil M., Kelly, Philip F. and Yeung, Henry Wai-chung (2013), Economic Geography: A Contemporary Introduction, 2nd Edition. Wiley.
This textbook is compulsory as I have formatted all lectures on the basis of the chapters in this new edition of our textbook. I have placed order with the NUS Co-
Op and they should carry sufficient copies for your purchase. We are working on the third edition right now, but it won't be available for sale until January 2020!!

In addition, a list of relevant readings tailored to the specific lectures has been compiled.
Readings marked with an * are essential for this module. Excluding the textbook chapters, I have allocated TWO readings per lecture. You are also encouraged to
consult additional references in current periodicals (i.e. journals). All suggested journal articles are available via the NUS Digital Library.
Please check a journal title via E-Journals and go to the journal's website to download the relevant papers. Please note that hard copies of book chapters have
been placed in the RBR Collection of the Central Library and you have to borrow at the RBR in order to read these chapters. So do spend a little time to learn
how to reach and download these materials.

Key collections and reference books for this module:

Barnes, Trevor, Peck, Jamie and Sheppard, Eric (eds.) (2012), The Wiley‐Blackwell Companion to Economic Geography, Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell. Book:
AVAILABLE, HF1025 Wil 2012, CL RBR (Loans Desk 1) (http://nus.summon.serialssolutions.com/2.0.0/link/0
/eLvHCXMwY2BQANYyholGSYlGaUnJycD6yzwt1dwixSQFdJpWYiI4lp2cjIKjjF29jaOQSnM3IQam1DxRBhk31xBnD9280uJ46BhGfJKxEbAuA90SIcbAAuwXpwIAvRsYLg)
or eBook: Full Text Online (http://nus.summon.serialssolutions.com/2.0.0/link/0
/eLvHCXMwY2BQANYyholGSYlGaUnJycD6yzwt1dwixSQFdJpWYiI4lp2cjIKjjF29jaOQSnM3IQam1DxRBhk31xBnD9280uJ46BhGfJKxsbEpsAdlaSjGwALsF6cCALznGCo)
Clark, Gordon L., Feldman, Maryann A., Gertler, Meric S., and Wójcik, Dariusz (eds.) (2018), The New Oxford Handbook of Economic Geography, Oxford: Oxford University
Press.
Dicken, Peter (2015) Global Shift: Mapping the Changing Contours of the World Economy, Seven Edition, London: Guilford Press.

Description Facilitators Readings Weblinks Timetable
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Sheppard, Eric (2016), Limits to Globalization: The Disruptive Geographies of Capitalist Development, Oxford: Oxford University Press.

Relevant academic journals for this module:
Economic Geography
Journal of Economic Geography
Environment and Planning A
Regional Studies
Progress in Human Geography

Useful newspaper and magazine resources:
The Economist
Financial Times
Forbes
The Straits Times/Business Times

Reading List

Part One: Conceptual foundations

1. Thinking geographically: what does the economy mean?
* Coe, Kelly and Yeung (2013), Economic Geography. Chapters 1 and 2.
* Barnes, Trevor, Peck, Jamie and Sheppard, Eric (eds.) (2012), The Wiley‐Blackwell Companion to Economic Geography, Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, pp.1-24 and
Chapter 1 by Gibson-Graham; Book: AVAILABLE, HF1025 Wil 2012, CL RBR (Loans Desk 1) (http://nus.summon.serialssolutions.com/2.0.0/link/0
/eLvHCXMwY2BQANYyholGSYlGaUnJycD6yzwt1dwixSQFdJpWYiI4lp2cjIKjjF29jaOQSnM3IQam1DxRBhk31xBnD9280uJ46BhGfJKxEbAuA90SIcbAAuwXpwIAvRsYLg)
or eBook: Full Text Online (http://nus.summon.serialssolutions.com/2.0.0/link/0
/eLvHCXMwY2BQANYyholGSYlGaUnJycD6yzwt1dwixSQFdJpWYiI4lp2cjIKjjF29jaOQSnM3IQam1DxRBhk31xBnD9280uJ46BhGfJKxsbEpsAdlaSjGwALsF6cCALznGCo)

Clark, Gordon L., Feldman, Maryann A. and Gertler, Meric S. (2000), 'Economic geography: transition and growth', in The Oxford Handbook of Economic
Geography, pp.3-17.
Clark, Gordon L., Feldman, Maryann A., Gertler, Meric S., and Wójcik, Dariusz (eds.) (2018), The New Oxford Handbook of Economic Geography, Oxford: Oxford University
Press, Chapter 1.
Peck, Jamie (2016), ‘Macroeconomic geographies’, Area Development and Policy, Vol.1(3), pp.305-22.

2. Capitalism in motion: why is economic growth so uneven?
* Coe, Kelly and Yeung (2013), Economic Geography. Chapter 3.
* Barnes, Trevor, Peck, Jamie and Sheppard, Eric (eds.) (2012), The Wiley‐Blackwell Companion to Economic Geography, Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, Chapters 2, 3,
and 7 by Walker, Mann, and Yeung.

Dawley, Stuart (2014), ‘Creating new paths?  Offshore wind, policy activism and peripheral region development’, Economic Geography, Vol.90(1), pp.91-112.
Lim, Kean Fan (2014). ‘Socialism with Chinese characteristics’ Uneven development, variegated neoliberalization and the dialectical differentiation of state
spatiality. Progress in Human Geography, 38(2), 221-247.
Sheppard, Eric (2016), Limits to Globalization: The Disruptive Geographies of Capitalist Development, Oxford: Oxford University Press, Chapter 1.

Part Two: Making the (spatial) economy

3. The state: who runs the economy?
* Coe, Kelly and Yeung (2013), Economic Geography. Chapter 4.
* Barnes, Trevor, Peck, Jamie and Sheppard, Eric (eds.) (2012), The Wiley‐Blackwell Companion to Economic Geography, Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, Chapters 21
and 24 by MacKinnon and Hsu.

Dicken, Peter (2015), Global Shift, London: Guilford, Chapter 6.
Birch, Kean and Siemiatycki, Matti (2016), ‘Neoliberalism and the geographies of marketization: the entangling of state and markets’, Progress in Human Geography, Vol.40(2),
pp.177-98.

Smith, Adrian (2015), ‘The state, institutional frameworks and the dynamics of capital in global production networks’, Progress in Human Geography, Vol.39(3), pp.290-315.
Yeung, Henry Wai-chung (2014), ‘Governing the market in a globalizing era: developmental states, global production networks, and inter-firm dynamics in East
Asia’, Review of International Political Economy, Vol.21(1), pp.70-101.

4. Labour power: can workers shape economic geographies?
* Coe, Kelly and Yeung (2013), Economic Geography. Chapter 6.
* Barnes, Trevor, Peck, Jamie and Sheppard, Eric (eds.) (2012), The Wiley‐Blackwell Companion to Economic Geography, Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, Chapter 27 by
Kelly.

Herod, Andrew, Pickren, Graham, Rainnie, Al and McGrath-Champ, Susan (2014), ‘Global destruction networks, labour and waste’, Journal of Economic
Geography, Vol.14(2), pp.421-441.
Guthman, Julie (2017), ‘Paradoxes of the border: labor shortages and farmworker minor agency in reworking California’s strawberry fields’, Economic Geography, Vol.93(1),
pp.24-43.
Kleibert, Jana Maria (2015), ‘Islands of globalisation: offshore services and the changing spatial divisions of labour’, Environment and Planning A, Vol.47(4), pp.884-902.
Peck, Jamie (2016), ‘The right to work, and the right at work’, Economic Geography, Vol.92(1), pp.4-30.

5. Making money: why has finance become so powerful?
* Coe, Kelly and Yeung (2013), Economic Geography. Chapter 7.
* Barnes, Trevor, Peck, Jamie and Sheppard, Eric (eds.) (2012), The Wiley‐Blackwell Companion to Economic Geography, Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, Chapters 5
and 15 by Hall and Engelen.

Haberly, Daniel (2014), ‘White Knights from the Gulf: sovereign wealth fund investment and the evolution of German industrial finance’, Economic Geography,
Vol.90(3), pp.293-320.
Lai, Karen P.Y. (2016), ‘Financial advisors, financial ecologies and the variegated financialisation of everyday investors’, Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers,
Vol.41(1), pp.27-40.
Peck, Jamie, and Whiteside, Heather (2016), ‘Financializing Detroit’, Economic Geography, Vol.92(3), pp.235-68.
Poon, Jessie PH, Pollard, Jane, Chow, Yew Wah and Ewers, Michael (2017), “The rise of Kuala Lumpur as an Islamic financial frontier.” Regional Studies, Vol.51(10),
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pp.1443-53.

Part Three: Organizing economic space

6. Commodity chains: where does your breakfast come from?
* Coe, Kelly and Yeung (2013), Economic Geography. Chapter 8.
* Gregson, N., Crang, M., Ahamed, F., Akter, N., Ferdous, R., Foisal, S., and Hudson, R. (2012). Territorial agglomeration and industrial symbiosis: Sitakunda-
Bhatiary, Bangladesh, as a secondary processing complex. Economic Geography, 88, 37–58.

Baird, I., and Quastel, N. (2011). Dolphin-safe tuna from California to Thailand: localisms in environmental certification of global commodity networks. Annals of
the Association of American Geographers, 101, 337–55.
Bargawi, Hannah K., and Newman, Susan A. (2017), ‘From futures markets to the farm gate: A study of price formation along Tanzania’s coffee commodity chain’ Economic
Geography, Vol.93(2), pp.162-84.
Fold, Niels (2014), ‘Value chain dynamics, settlement trajectories and regional development’, Regional Studies, Vol.48(5), pp.778-90.
Havice, Elizabeth and Campling, Liam (2017), ‘Where chain governance and environmental governance meet: interfirm strategies in the canned tuna global value chain’,
Economic Geography, Vol.93(3), pp.292-313.

7. Technological change: is the world getting smaller?
* Coe, Kelly and Yeung (2013), Economic Geography. Chapter 9.
* Barnes, Trevor, Peck, Jamie and Sheppard, Eric (eds.) (2012), The Wiley‐Blackwell Companion to Economic Geography, Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, Chapter 18 by
Zook.

Bowen, J. (2010). The Economic Geography of Air Transportation. London: Routledge.
Fields, G. (2006). Innovation, time and territory: space and the business organization of Dell Computer, Economic Geography, 82, 1191–46.
Malecki, E. J., and Wei, H. (2009). A wired world: the evolving geography of submarine cables and the shift to Asia. Annals of the Association of American
Geographers, 99, 360–82.

8. The transnational corporation: how does the global firm keep it all together?
* Coe, Kelly and Yeung (2013), Economic Geography. Chapter 10.
* Barnes, Trevor, Peck, Jamie and Sheppard, Eric (eds.) (2012), The Wiley‐Blackwell Companion to Economic Geography, Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, Chapters 9
and 10 by Coe/Hess and Glassman.

Bridge, Gavin and Bradshaw, Michael (2017), ‘Making a global gas market: territoriality and production networks in liquefied natural gas’, Economic Geography, Vol.93(3),
pp.215-240.
Feakins, Melanie (2017), ‘Off-offshoring from Russia to Ukraine: How Russian transnational entrepreneurs created a Post-Soviet IT offshore’, Economic Geography, Vol.93(4),
pp.397-417.
Yang, Chun (2017), ‘The rise of strategic partner firms and reconfiguration of personal computer production networks in China: Insights from the emerging laptop cluster in
Chongqing’, Geoforum, Vol.84, 21-31.
Yeung, Henry Wai-chung and Coe, Neil M. (2015), ‘Toward a dynamic theory of global production networks’, Economic Geography, Vol.91(1), pp.29-58.

9. Spaces of consumption: how and where do we shop?
* Coe, Kelly and Yeung (2013), Economic Geography. Chapters 11 and 15.
* Barnes, Trevor, Peck, Jamie and Sheppard, Eric (eds.) (2012), The Wiley‐Blackwell Companion to Economic Geography, Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, Chapter 28 by
Mansvelt.

Pike, Andy (2015), Origination: The Geographies of Brands and Branding, Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell.
Tokatli, Nebahat (2014), 'Made in Italy? Who cares!' Prada's new economic geography, Geoforum, Vol.54, pp. 1-9.
Wood, Steve, Wrigley, Neil, and Coe, Neil M. (2017), ‘Capital discipline and financial market relations in retail globalisation: Insights from the case of Tesco plc’, Journal of
Economic Geography, Vol.17(1), pp.31-57.

Part Four: People, identities, and economic life

10. Clusters: why do proximity and place matter?
* Coe, Kelly and Yeung (2013), Economic Geography. Chapter 12.
* Barnes, Trevor, Peck, Jamie and Sheppard, Eric (eds.) (2012), The Wiley‐Blackwell Companion to Economic Geography, Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, Chapter 29 by
Leslie and Rantisi.

Bathelt, Harald and Li, Peng-Fei (2014), ‘Global cluster networks—foreign direct investment flows from Canada to China’, Journal of Economic Geography, Vol.14(1), pp.45-71.
Phelps, Nicholas A., Atienza, Miguel and Arias, Martin (2015), ‘Encore for the enclave: the changing nature of the industry enclave with illustrations from the mining industry in
Chile’, Economic Geography, Vol.91(2), pp.119-146.
Sunley, P., Pinch, S., and Reimer, S. (2011). Design capital: practice and situated learning in London design agencies. Transactions of the Institute of British
Geographers, 36, 377–92.
Tokatli, N. (2011). Creative individuals, creative places: Marc Jacobs, New York and Paris. International Journal of Urban and Regional Research, 35, 1256–71.

11. Gendered and ethnic economies: do gender and cultures shape economic lives?
* Coe, Kelly and Yeung (2013), Economic Geography. Chapters 13 and 14.
* Barnes, Trevor, Peck, Jamie and Sheppard, Eric (eds.) (2012), The Wiley‐Blackwell Companion to Economic Geography, Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, Chapters 25
and 26 by Mullings and Silvey.

Gibson-Graham, J. K. (2011). A feminist project of belonging for the Anthropocene. Gender, Place and Culture, 18, 1–21.
Kelly, Philip F. (2009). From global production networks to global reproduction networks: households, migration and regional development in Cavite, Philippines.
Regional Studies, 43, 449–62
McDowell, Linda (2015), ‘Roepke Lecture in economic geography—The lives of others: Body work, the production of difference, and labor geographies’, Economic Geography,
Vol.91(1), pp.1-23.
Werner, Marion (2012), ‘Beyond upgrading: gendered labor and firm restructuring in the Dominican Republic’, Economic Geography, Vol.88(4), pp.403-22.

12. Economic Geography: intellectual journeys and future horizons
* Coe, Kelly and Yeung (2013), Economic Geography. Chapter 16.
* Barnes, Trevor, Peck, Jamie and Sheppard, Eric (eds.) (2012), The Wiley‐Blackwell Companion to Economic Geography, Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, Chapters 34
and 37 by Pickles and Sunley.
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Barnes, T. (2012). Roepke lecture in economic geography – notes from the underground: why the history of economic geography matters: the case of central
place theory. Economic Geography, 88, 1–26.
Bathelt, Harald, Coe, Neil M., Kerr, William R. and Robert-Nicoud, Frédéric (2017), ‘Editorial: economic geography IMPULSES’, Journal of Economic Geography, 17(5),
pp.927-33.
Peck, Jamie A. (2012), ‘Economic geography: island life’, Dialogues in Human Geography, Vol.2(2), pp.113-33.
Sheppard, Eric (2011), ‘Geographical political economy’, Journal of Economic Geography, Vol.11(2), pp.319-31.  
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